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New Cookie Theft Picture Description Scoresheet 
 
Transcription instructions 
Ask the patient to describe the picture as completely as they can using complete sentences. 
Record the patient’s description of the picture for later transcription. 
 
Transcript 
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Measure Score 
Normative 

data 
Interpretation 

(Circle one) 

Total Content Units (CU) 

Left 
 
Right 
 
Other 
 
TOTAL 

33.5(11.4) 
 

> 45.0 
44.9-22.1 

< 22.0 

 
 
Above 
Within Normal Limits 
Below 

Total Syllables 

 197(87.2) 
 

> 284.3 
109.8-284.2 

< 109.7 

 
 
Above 
Within Normal Limits 
Below 

Syllables/CU 

 5.8(1.5) 
 

>7.4 
4.3-7.3 

<4.2 

 
 
Above 
Within Normal Limits 
Below 

Left CU/Right CU  

0.74(0.49) 
 

>1.24 
0.25-1.23 

<0.24 

 
 
Above 
Within Normal Limits 
Below 

Normative data presented as Mean(Standard Deviation). Interpretation is based on scores above, 
within, or below one standard deviation of the mean. 
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Content Units 
 

Left Check Left Check 
About to fall; ready to fall over; falling off; going 
to fall; tipping; unbalanced; losing his balance; 

toppling over; falling backwards 
 Help; helping  

 

Boy  
 Laughing; laughing her head off   

Children; kids; child   
Out of the cabinet; on a shelf; in 
the cupboard; from the top shelf; 

from the cabinet  

 

Climbing; tripping; climbed up   
 Reaching up, asking for  

Cookie jar; jar; container of cookies, jar of 
cookies   Shorts   

Cookies; treats  
 Sister; sis   

Daughter  
 Socks   

Dog  
 Son   

Dropped; dropping; knock them down   Standing there; standing in; 
standing on; on; standing next to  

 

Eating; licking; picking up; sticking out his 
tongue to eat; picking up; to eat it   Stool; step stool; chair; three-

legged stool  
 

Getting into; getting; grabbing; stealing; breaking 
into; seeking  Striped; stripes   

Girl   
 Younger; young   

Grasping to hang on; holding on to, holding   
   

  
TOTAL LEFT CONTENT UNITS /25 
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Right Check Right Check 

Belt   
Not paying a lot of attention; oblivious; didn't realize; 

distracted; doesn't know that it's going to go badly; 
fails to notice; not concentrating; completely 

clueless; not watching what she is doing 

 

Birds   Outside; out; in the background; behind  

Blue; bluish; navy blue, tail 
blue   

Overflowing; running out; running over; spilling; 
spilling on; spilled; pouring out of; flooding; flowing 

over; overrunning; dribbling over  

 

Cat   Pants; jeans; trousers  

Curtains   Picket fence; fence; fenced in   

Cutting; mowing; mows; 
on/using lawnmower; 

yardwork; outside work ; with 
the lawn mower; pushing a 
motorized miller; pushing a 

mower  

 
Playing; chasing; having their way; preying on; 

running after; trying to catch; following; ready to 
spring; attacking  

 

Dad; father   Sink   

Dishes; plates; dinner plate; 
bowl  

 
 Sponge   

Dishwasher   Spotted; polka dots; spots   

Flower garden; flower bed; 
garden of flowers; flowers; 

tulips; bed of flowers  
 Suds; bubbles; soap; sudsy; soapy  

 

Flying around; flying away; 
flying up   

Talking on cell phone; phone to ear; speaks on the 
phone; on the phone; on the telephone; hanging on 
that cell phone gabbing away; speaking on the cell 

phone; on the cell phone talking to somebody 

 

Grass; lawn; yard; backyard; 
garden   Washing {dishes); doing {dishes); scrubbing; 

cleaning  
 

Houses; housing; buildings; 
apartment buildings; home; 
apartment houses; property  

 Watching; looking out; looking through  
 

Husband  Water   

Man; guy   Wife   

Flower garden; flower bed; 
garden of flowers; flowers; 

tulips; bed of flowers  
 Window; kitchen window  

 

Mom; mother; mommy   Woman; lady   

Nice day; nice outside; clear 
day; beautiful sunny day; 

beautiful day  
  

 

  
TOTAL RIGHT CONTENT UNITS /35 
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Other Check Other Check 

Afternoon   Off the floor; from the floor; on the floor; on the 
kitchen floor; all over the floor  

 

Big   One   

Black   Open   

Blonde   Orange   

Brown   Picture   

Chaos, mayhem   Pink; pinkish   

Family, family's   Red   

Gray; grayish   
 Skirt; dress   

Green   Slippers; shoes; booties; pumps; boots   

Hair   Smiling   

Hand   Tan; beige   

Happy; joyously   Three   

Inside; interior   Top; shirt; blouse; jersey   

Kitchen   Turquoise   

Light; lighter   Two; couple of   

Little; small   Wearing; dressed in   

Long, longish   White   

Making quite a mess; 
slopping; a bit of a mess   Yellow; yellowish   

Mistake; by mistake    

  
TOTAL OTHER CONTENT UNITS /37 

 


